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This paper will focus on John F. Kennedy's Fourth of July 
speech 1962. I will try to indicate that the speech was more than 
ordinarily well-prepared, and that it was meant to stand as a central 
expression of the Administration's goals and modes of operation. 

That the speech has attracted comparatively little attention in 
Kennedy historiography may have to do with the fact that it was 
central in Kennedy's Grand Design complex, and that Arthur 
Schlesinger, Jr., one of the two great inside chroniclers of the 
Kennedy Administration1 found it right to speak about the Grand 
Design a little apologetically, in a chapter of his A Thousand Days 
(New Yorli, 1965) entitled "The Not So Grand Design". More 
specifically the design was linked with the energy invested in the 
passing of the Trade Expansion Act 1962. Schlesinger says that 
"Some of us felt . . . (it) was a misdirection of the Administration's 
limited resources".l Seymour E. Harris, in his Economics of the 
Kennedy Years (London, 1954) speaks rather briefly about the trade 
problems, but he does say about the passage of the TEA that it was 
Kennedy's "greatest domestic t r i ~ m p h " . ~  

In  more recent literature Bruce Miroff (1976) writes excellently 
about Kennedy's conception of and dramatic use of the Pre~idency.~ 
Kennedy was expert in the confrontational crisis presidency, 
crises largely self-provoked and under control, a tradition picked 
up from Truman and then per fe~ ted .~  This view may clearly be 
linked up with Henry Fairly's ironical book The Kenned3, Promise 
(New York, 1972). I t  might indeed also be thought of as an 



academically urbane counterpart to Victor Lasky's notorious 
JFK: The Man and the Myth (New York, 1963), on the bestseller list 
during the spring and summer of 1963 until it was taken out of 
circulation on November 23. Bruce Miroff and Neiiry Fairly do 
not concern themselves with K's TEA complex, but their insistence 
on K's use of "dramatisation" gives a useful hint, since it leads to 
awareness of symbolic politics5 as perhaps more than generally 
present in M's administration and, indeed, close to its substance. 

The original inspiration behind the following pages dates back to 
Joseph I<raftYs The Grand Design (New York, 1962). This little 
"synthesis" was felt then, and can still be felt, as something of a 
primary source, since it was written with "the kind cooperation of 
officials in the Kennedy Administration, and to a certain extent 
reflects their viewsW.6 More recently Jim H. Heath bas described 
very soberly John F. Kenned3, and the Business Community (Chicago, 
1969). In  his brief chapter on TEA he is very factual, and he does 
not play it up as a pattern in the carpet, but what he says about 
Kennedy's fundamental allegiance to the American business creed 
is useful.' 

Ira. Background of the Speech 

The Democratic Platform 1960 and Kennedy's campaign 
speeches up to the party convention as collected in The Strategy of 
Peace (New York, 1960) were calls for expansion of the economy, 
closer coordination of domestic and foreign policy, and special 
attention to "The Atlantic Community". The European Common 
Market, an outgrowth of the Marshall Plan, represented a challenge 
to the USA. With its external tariff wall it might divert trade in 
regard to Latin America and Japana (which would raise many 
problems for the USA, including security With its high 
interest rate it would mean an inflow of American capital and the 
loss of jobs to American workers. The balance of payments had 
been negative since 1957, in spite of America's trade surplus. The 
negative balance stemmed from military outlay, and from American 
firms wanting to invest inside the EEC. Thus the dollar was 
threatened, the Pax Americana was d i s t ~ r b e d . ~  

With his narrow victory in November 1960 Kennedy opted for a 
high degree of bipartisanship in his Administration. The three 
eldest departments in the cabinet were given to Republicans with 
good standing in the Eastern Establishment. A special signal was 



given with the appointment of Douglas Dillon as Secretary of the 
Treasury. He had been Assistant Secretary of State for Economic 
Affairs under the Atlanticist Christian Herter, Foster Dulles's 
successor at  the State Department. And an equally important 
signal was that George Ball, Democrat with links to Dean Acheson 
and Jean Monnet, was made Under Secretary of State for Economic 
Affairs. 

The Administration's first important step was organization of 
OECIYO (with USA and Japan as members) ; the next: preparation 
of new trade legislation, since the old Reciprocal Trade Agreements 
Act (dating back to Cordell Hull's initiative in 1934) was up for 
regular renewal in 1962 ; the third: through executive and minor 
legislative actions acceleration of the recovery out of the 1960 
recession (the third during the 50's).11 

With 60 per cent of the population being affluent it was ob- 
viously difficult politically to get the country moving again, to 
"make it come alive", as he had said with a quotation from Walter 
Lippmann.12 But the employment situation called for action. The 
post-war population explosion was hitting the labor market (as 
well as altering the population profile: more young and old people 
with ensuing problems in education and social welfare). Women 
were entering the labor force. Agriculture had since the War been 
undergoing rapid industrialization. And automation was threaten- 
ing to become an uncontrollable Frankenstein, America's "Enemy 
No. One", as George Meany proclaimed. With an unemployment 
at  6-7 per cent, social unrest might be foreseen among teenagers and 
especially among Blacks. The Cuban crisis in the spring of 1961 and 
then the Berlin crisis in the summer allowed a boosting of defense 
expenses (soon with 25 per cent), and, with some difficulty, without 
increased taxation. To  hold down inflationary pressures a "guide 
line principle" (adopted from De Gaulle's France) was introduced, 
as described in his second Economic Report.13 Under OECD 
agreement the 60's were to be a growth decade (50 per cent), with 
the annual real productivity growth set at 4 per cent, and the in- 
crease in wages and prices at 3.5 per cent. With such a guideline the 
individual customer could police the prices. Another way of 
ensuring real productivity gains was adoption of intensive anti- 
trust politics through the Attorney General's Anti-Trust Division 
(the Sherman Act), not least against the new conglomerates. The 
trend towards administered prices in the corporate sector was thus 
challenged. Cost-efficiency was similarly to be emphasized in 



Robert McNamara's defense sector (where open price-bidding was 
usually impossible). And war was soon organized against organized 
crime (from the Justice Department). The Administration thus 
relied heavily on energetic administration of existent laws, as was 
also the case in the area of civil rights. This strategy seemed prudent 
in the face of a conservative, rurally controlled, Congress. 

The guideline policy led to a dramatic collision in May 1962 
with Roger Blough, chairman of USS (United States Steel). Mr. 
Blough suddenly broke the "rules" of the game when he announced 
a price-hike in steel. Through K's appeal to public opinion, and 
through threatened re-allocation of defense-contracts to firms 
willing to ignore USS's price-leadership, Roger Blough was coerced 
to rescind the price increase. USA had proved stronger than USS. 
American free enterprise stood revealed as a presidentially policed 
economy, and this new development had come about through 
"Defense". In  his Yale Address K clothed his speech in "gay 
magic" to use James Reston's phrase,14 he spoke in a friendly, 
almost jocose, way about his recent encounter with Mr. Blough, 
but he let it also be firmly understood that the Presidency was "not 
totally without resources" in such situations.15 Later that summer 
he voiced his American belief in "the free market as a decentralized 
regulator of our economic system . . . (it) keeps economic power 
widely dispersed . . . (it) is a vital underpinning of our democratic 
system".16 But the point is, however, that such Wilsonian liberalism 
would necessitate strong government to keep the milieu com- 
petitive and non-arbitrary.17 

IIb. TEA Launched 

American liberalism has since Woodrow Wilson (the Southerner) 
relied on, in addition to anti-trust, a lowering of the tariff so as to 
obtain freer trade. With America coming of age as an industrial 
giant around the turn of the century, it was increasingly in need of 
"open doors", and not least after it became a creditor nation 
shortly before WW I. Hence Wilson's Underwood Tariff in 1914 
and his later fight for the League of Nations to ensure universal 
access for American ships, goods, and capital.l8 With the New 
Deal, Roosevelt had relied primarily on the national solution, but 
Underwood's disciple Cordell Hull (also a Southerner) had been 
allowed as Secretary of State to work for reciprocal trade agree- 
ments since 1934 as a side show.lg Dean Acheson, the conservative 



Baltimore Democrat who had been critical of the First New Deal's 
"nationalism" came back into the Roosevelt team during the 
War years and as the war was coming to an end, he was warning 
against a resumption of the New Deal, since it would mean des- 
truction of the American system of government. A global deal was 
necessary, with external expansion. 

The EEC challenge provided K with an opportunity to pursue 
the rhetoric of competition and free trade liberalism. He advocated 
a reshaping and expansion of the Reciprocal Trade Agreements 
Act up for renewal in 1962. Up-dated trade legislation had indeed 
been called for by Eisenhower in his last Economic Report 1961 
(presumably at  the instigation of Christian Herter and Douglas 
Dillon). So while carefully nursing' the economy into greater 
efficiency with the help of the increased defense budget he saw a 
Trade Expansion Bill as the centerpiece for 1962.20 The Demo- 
cratic Platform 1960 had said: 

World trade is more than ever essential to world peace. In  the tradition of 
Cordell Hull we shall expand world trade in every responsible way.21 

Our Government should press for reduction of foreign barriers to the sale of the 
products of American industry and agriculture . . 

With regard to the Atlantic Community a "broader partnership" 
was proposed. The Democrats promised to 

restore the former high level of cooperation within the Atlantic Community 
envisaged from the beginning by the NATO treaty in political and economic 
spheres as well as military affairs.23 

They would negotiate with "the nations of the Common Market" 
to encourage freer trade, and would encourage "adjustment with 
the so-called 'Outer Seven' so as to enlarge further the area of 
freer trade."24 

Should USA try to join the Common Market (as proposed by 
some, e.g. William Clayton and Christian Herter) ? Or should it 
join EFTA? Or  should it work for a "partnership" with England 
and other EFTA countries included in the EEC.25 This third 
strategy hinted at in the platform pointed to a reconstitution of the 
Atlantic Community, at  least in regard to trade, under the auspices 
of GATT. When Konrad Adenauer visited Washington on Novem- 
ber 22, 1961, he and Kennedy spoke in their communiquC about 
strong support for EEC and: 



they agreed particularly on the importance and significance of proposals now 
being considered for a European Political Union pursuant to the Bonn Declara- 
tion of July 1961.26 

The Administration's assumption was that MacMillan's decision 
in the summer of 1961 to apply for membership in EEC would go 
through. But the problems were many. Would England want to 
move into a Political Union (Adenauer's Federalist dream) ? Was 
de Gaulle not a Confederationist? And would he make concessions 
to England in regard to agriculture and the Commonwealth 
problems ?27  But in disregard of these intricacies the Administration 
moved ahead, thereby coercing England as well as France. George 
Ball and McGeorge Bundy made speeches during November about 
"partnership between the United States, on the one hand and a 
great European power on the other".z8 And K himself tried out 
next year's "centerpiece" in November at a NAM meeting in New 
York and an ALF-GPO meeting in Florida.29 The educational 
campaign was under way and the opinion mafia was set to work. 
In  his second Message on the State of the Union (Jan. 11, 1961) he 
said : 

. . . the Atlantic Community is no longer concerned with purely military aims.30 

. . . the greatest challenge of all (trade problems) is posed by the European 
Common Market. Assuming the accession of the United Kingdom, there will 
arise across the Atlantic a trading partner behind a single external tariff similar 
to ours with an economy which nearly equals our own. Will we in this country 
adapt our thinking to these new prospects and patterns . . . or will we wait until 
events have passed us by? 
This is the year to decide. . . . We need a new law - a wholly new approach, a 
bold new instrument of American trade policy. Our decision could well affect 
the unity of the West, the course of the Cold War, and the economic growth for a 
generation to come. . . . 
. . . The Common Market is moving ahead at an economic growth rate twice 
ours. The Communist economic offensive is under way. The opportunity is 
ours. . . . The initiative is up to us. . . .31 

In  the Message accompanying his first Economic Report (Jan. 22, 
1962) he spoke about the need for increasing the US trade surplus, 
and for reducing the "artificial incentive to US firms to invest 
abroad. The European Common Market has attracted American 

On Jan. 25 he sent the new bill to Congress with a message in 
which he said that America's fair share in the rapidly growing 
European market would mean jobs; the "healthy competition from 



abroad" would keep down inflation and supplement anti-trust and 
other efforts to assure competition; and through the "most favored 
nation" principle it would be a help to Latin America, Japan, and 
other countries. The Act will "mark the beginning of a new chapter 
in the alliance of free nationsU.33 

The bill comprised the following major points:34 

a) Tariff would be eliminated in regard to groups of goods where the two 
partners represented 80% of the world trade. 

b) 50% tariff reduction, reciprocally. 
c) Reduction or elimination of tariffs against agricultural products from under- 

developed countries. 
d) New procedures for negotiation: across the board rather than item by item. 

A special trade representative would be appointed under the Executive and 
with the rank of ambassador (Christian Herter was appointed) ;36 he would 
be heading a bi-partisan commission. The negotiating authority would be 
given for 5 years, whereas previously 4 years had been maximum. 

e) An Adjustment Assistance Program at home to help workers and industries 
that might be hurt by the new tariffs and therefore be in need of retraining or 
re-tooling. The program was meant to supplement the traditional "escape 
clause" which had in the 50's come to erode the American free trade position 
at GATT, e.g. in the "Douglas Dillon Round" since 1958 (expiring in 
1962).36 

The bill was passed by the House on June 28 with 298 votes for, 
125 votes against; in the Senate on September 19 with 78 for, and 8 
against.37 I t  was signed by K on October 14, and at the ceremony he 
said that it marked "a dynamic new era of growth" and a "weapon 
against the Communist world".38 

The surprisingly big majorities in Congress may of course stem 
from the President's well-orchestrated and dramatized campaign. 
But there may also be other reasons. A big, multi-disciplinary study 
conducted at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology had its 
data available in 1961 and was published in 1963: Raymond Bauer 
et al., American Business and Public Poliy : The Politics of Foreign Trade 
(New Uork, 1963). The study found that whereas formerly Demo- 
crats had been for and Republicans in general against free trade, 
there had since WWII been new developments in attitudes: 
Southern Democrats were under pressure for protection in textiles 
and for non-importation in oil; Eastern Republicans, conversely, 
were increasingly for free trade. Another finding was that big firms 
(with diverse interests) would in general give the issue a low 
priority.39 Robert Dahl has emphasized, like V. 0. Key40 belore 
him, that American business is not monolithic, and that educated 



opinion is generally for free trade. Protectionist sentiment, says 
Dahl, is found in single-issue pressure-groups connected with such 
tariff-conscious industries as wool, bicycles, glass, chemicals, and 
then in such labor unions as the United Mine Worker.41 Under a 
conciliatory President, like Eisenhower, such pressure-groups would 
be effective, under a more aggressive president, like Kennedy, their 
disproportionate influence would be curtailed. Who would, then, in 
general be for the TEA? The Southerners (with Wilbur Mills as 
Chairman of "Ways and Means") would in  obedience to their 
Southern "liberal" tradition be SO would the leadership of 
National Association of Manufacturers and, though less certainly 
because speaking for smaller business, the Chamber of Commerce. 
And the Labor Unions would be for (at least the leadership), since 
the TEA would to some extent diminish the multinational corpora- 
tions' export of jobs to the Common Market. 

Finally the growing number of "intellectuals" would be for. The 
idea of unity in multiplicity (epluribus unum) would naturally appeal 
to the intellectuals' professional simple-mindedness. The Atlantic 
idea based on the age-old wish for a re-uniting of the Old World 
and the New appealed to American Anglo-Saxonism with a 
fondness for the Latin Quarter in Paris and with an essentially 
ADA conscience.43 As representative of the new growing suburbia 
they would of course also be for "lower prices", not least on food. A 
rejuvenated ADA sentiment in the guise of Atlanticism would, 
however, not only be natural to "intellectuals" but also to New 
Immigrant workers who had "made it" as Americans and whose 
Catholic or Jewish creed would overlap with the universalism 
inherent in the American creed of liberalism itself.44 

More specifically the concept of an "Atlantic System" has a long 
and fascinating history in the USA. Already Henry Adams advo- 
cated it in 1905 in a letter to John Hay: 

We want our Atlantic system - which extends from the Rocky Mountains, on 
the West, to the Elbe on the East.45 

Andrew Carnegie pleaded for a reunion of Great Britain and the 
United States in a new nation called "the Reunited  state^".^^ And 
Alfred Mahan supported the idea.47 The imperial school in  
American history can obviously be thought of as lending support to 
the same kind of thinking, as can the many transatlantic marriages 
around the turn of the century, Henry James's exploration of "the 
international themey' (resurrected by Fulbright scholars after 



WW 11), and Ezra Pound's landing at  Gibraltar in 1908 (as if to 
put in one more claim about the poets as the antennae of the 
tribe).47 I n  1917 Walter Lippmann wrote a famous editorial in 
The New Republic about the Atlantic system based on "Athenian" 
sea powers (with no "standing army") committed to commerce 
and Lockean democracy versus the Continental "Spartan" powers 
(then Prussia, now Russia) committed to land-forces, hierarchy, 
and Hobbesian a b ~ o l u t i s m . ~ ~  The article summed up a great deal of 
the messianic impulse behind Wilson's conception of a new 
(American) world order, as now later after WWII also behind 
J.F.I<'s vision. Poetry, geo-politics, strategy, and economics went 
well together, as J.F.K. spoke about the TEA as beneficial to the 
"growth industries", among others those concerned with food 
production, food machinery, electronics, helicopters, airplanes, 
chemicals, and "know how".49 

Harold Van B. Cleveland has noted very soberly that the US 
Congress converted to free trade because they feared European 
power and thought that within a partnership (multilateral and 
liberal) "American interest would not come off second best". EEC 
should be made "outward-looking",50 and this meant, indeed, that 
the good fight against Communism was a fight for universalist 
"open doors" under American-Atlanticist auspices. Some might 
even think of England's inclusion as somehow including also the 
Commonwealth, in other words Winston Churchill's English 
Speaking Peoples51. 

George Ball was undoubtedly the leading spokesnlan for the new 
Atlantic p a r t n e r ~ h i p , ~ ~  and it was appropriate that his 'Yeacher" 
Jean Monnet would announce on June 26, 1962 : 

The economic and political unity of Europe, including England, and the estab- 
lishment of European-American relations as between equal partners will alone 
permit the consolidation of the West, and thus, the creation of the conditions for 
peace between East and West.53 

This formulation can of course be reconciled with Raymond Aron's 
reasoning that "in the last resort, dialogue with the Soviet Union 
meant more to him (Kennedy) than the Atlantic Community and 
its twin pillars".54 The Atlantic unity was a means, in other words, 
and struggle for the free world was basic. He had assumed Wilson's 
mantle.55 



111. Kennedy's Speech 

The site, the time, and the audience had been carefully chosen. 
The annual National Governors' Conference was held in Phila- 
delphia in 1962. And it was here he had decided to speak, on the 
Fourth of July (at  11.&0 a.m.)56 in Independence Hall, where the 
Declaration of Independence had been announced to the world in 
1776 and where subsequently the US Constitution had been made 
in 1787. With the "states rights movement" on the rise (and no 
longer only in the South)57 he had resolved to give a twenty minutes' 
lesson in American civics. I t  was "symbolic politics" in the grand 
manner. The lesson was given in the cosmopolitan state of Pennsyl- 
vania, the state of Governor David Lawrence, one of the leading 
king-makers at the Democratic Convention in 1960.58 In the 
introductory words he emphasizes "the necessity of comity between 
the National Government and the several states" as a "lesson of our 
long history". Out of many competing interests the Governors and 
he as president have to weave "law and progress". They have to do 
it through "decision". 

He then turns to that "bold decision" entitled The Declaration 
of Independence which still represents America as "revolutionary"y 
as "experiment" in government, as hee enterprise, as free elections, 
and as independent nationhood and decolonialization. As the 
Nation's pontijieex maximus he gives religious coloring to his language : 

The theory of independence, as old as man himself, was not invented in this hall, 
but it was in this hall that the theory became practice, that the word went out to 
all, in Thomas Jefferson's phrase, that 'the God who gave us life gave us liberty 
at the same time. 

And now with due obeisance to Lincoln: 

And today this Nation, conceived in revolution, nurtured in liberty, maturing in 
independence - has no intention of abdicating its leadership in that world-wide 
movement for independence to any nation or society committed to systematic 
human oppression. 

He then moves on to the second text in American Scripture: the 
US Constitution, which is seen as linking independence with inter- 
dependence, since "the liberty of one is the liberty of all". He thus 
manages to marry the revolutionary and the conservative docu- 
ments in a manner reminiscent of a Tom Paine (whose "The Rights 
of Man" had been used as motto for the Democratic Platform 1960) .69 



The American spirit of weaving independence and interdepend- 
ence together ("liberty" and "system" through "law", as he said 
earlier) is now seen as doing its work all over the world engaged in 
constitution-building. 

I t  is today most clearly seen across the Atlantic ocean. The nations of Western 
Europe . . . are joining together, seeking, as our forefathers sought, to find 
freedom in diversity and in unity, strength. 

A little later: 

We do not regard a strong and united Europe as a rival but as a partner. To aid 
its progress has been the basic objective of our foreign policy for seventeen years. 

He pays his respect to Gen. Marshall's Harvard speech June 5, 
1947 in a significant echo:60 

I t  would be premature at this time to do more than indicate the high regard with 
which we view the formation of this partnership. The first order of business is for 
our European friends to go forward in forming the more perfect union which will 
some day make this partnership possible. 

And now the climax, formally as well on the substantive level: 

But I will say here and now on this day of Independence, that the United States 
will be ready for a Declaration of Interdependence, that we will be prepared to 
discuss with a united Europe the ways and means of forming a concrete Atlantic 
partnership, a mutually beneficial partnership of the new union now emerging 
in Europe and the Old American Union founded here 175 years ago. 

With an updated quotation from the businessman's hero in the 
' 

American pantheon, Alexander Hamilton, he advises Americans 
today to "think intercontinentally"; the envisaged partnership 
must be outward-looking and thereby help to "achieve a world of 
law and free choice"; it must "serve as a nucleus for the eventual 
union of free men". 

The speech is thus structured through the three tenses: the past - 
the present - and the future. To the mythic past corresponds the 
myth of man's future redemption. Like Lincoln in his Gettysburg 
speech, which he tries to emulate in the use of the triadic time 
structure as well as in his allusive and inclusive use of history, he 
ends on "hope".61 Redemption is possible through bargaining, 
mutuality, reciprocity, rationality, consensus gentium, reason, 
dialogue, contract-building, "commerce" (:also in the old sense of 
the word), "comity" (:the tradition of civility). He is exhorting his 
countrymen to let natural law monitor and direct enactment of the 



new positive law: the TEA.62 I n  the conclusion he reverts to 
Lincoln, echoes the NATO treaty, and General Washington's 
Farewell Address, after which he ends with the formal pledge from the 
last words of the Declaration of Independence. 

The speech is a rhetorical tour de force with its recycling of 
American history, its expression of the tribal wisdom, and its faith 
in the American creed as universalist.63 I t  is an invocation of the sages 
of the ages, the founding fathers from the early days of the Re- 
public down to contemporary Cold War America. They are used to 
endorse the new decision and the new departure. The argument 
from tradition is brought to bear on and coincide with the logic of 
the present case. Diachronically derived wisdom confirms syn- 
chronic reason, a mode of thought sometimes found in natural law 
and especially within the rhetoric of the Supreme Court. The 
orderly and reasonable progression of the speech is formally 
supported by antitheses and parallels, so that the argument is seen 
as unfolding under the reign of reason: the president is speaking the 
necessary consensus gentium. 

Henry Fairly has commented ironically on the American 
inclination to think of history as starting in the year 1776.64 And in 
that respect Kennedy did of course perform as an orthodox Ameri- 
can. Another Englishman, Godfrey Hodgson, was not bothered by 
that point, however; he praised this speech as "Kennedy's New 
Testament" in The Observer (July 7) and he attached importance to 
the fact that the old words were used in daring, new ways, as when 
K spoke of a "more perfect union with our European friends",65 
which was indeed an unwarranted stretching of the actual text, a t  
least as it had been printed. But this stretching shows something of 
the atmosphere and mood in which i t  was heard. 

The speech, with all its skill, is of course cold war rhetoric. I t  is 
the merchant's and trader's rhetoric. I t  is a plea for a consensus 
that is directed, a hope and a pledge to make the world safe for 
(American) democracy, for a Lockean conception of "liberty". I t  
is Harry Truman updated and academically refurbished with the 
aid of speech writers in possession of ready knowledge of American 
history. I t  is almost too deft. 

The speech was meant as a centerpiece in the Kennedy Ad- 
ministration by giving rhetorical and well-rehearsed expression to 
the Grand Design. 



IV. The Wing-Shot Design 

De Gaulle had on May 15, 1962 said that under the American 
design "the federator (for Europe) would not be a European". His 
Foreign minister had similarly said that it would be an "Atlantic 
Europe, not a European E u r ~ p e " . ~ ~  At his famous press conference 
in January 1963 (after the second Cuban crisis in October and 
after Kennedy's Nassau meeting with MacMillan) de Gaulle 
decided to torpedo the American Design by denying England 
entrance into the EEC. 

In  the summer of 1963 Kennedy tried to salvage his plan with 
his journey to Europe.66 He spoke eloquently at the Sct. Paul-s 
liirche in Frankfurt on June 25, he dwelled on the German Zoll- 
verein while also invoking the German cultural heroes Goethe and 
Bismarck. He averred that the ongoing trade negotiations would 
"open up new sources of demand to give new impetus to growth and 
make more jobs and prosperity, for our expanding populations", 
including those of free nations such as His message was: 

The future of the West lies in Atlantic partnership. . . . Some say this is only a 
dream, but I do not agree. A generation of achievement - the Marshall Plan, 
NATO, the Schuman plan, and the Common Market - urges us up the path to 
greater unity.68 

That was the summer things began to become tense. The racial 
issue could no longer be contained with executive action and 
prudent movement on the legislative front. There was intensification 
of the organized war on organized crime. There was exposure of 
scandals in the Administration. And there was the Reapportion- 
ment Rev~lution.~S 

Why was Kennedy investing so much prestige in the TEA? 
Presumably because it was safely old and new at the same time, and 
because it contained the appeal of the Atlantic mystique. But also 
because it was linked with his philosophy of competition. Finally 
and most importantly, it was seen as a multiple problem solver: it 
would aid the balance of payments and thus the dollar. I t  would 
discipline American business and give a green light to the growth 
industries, whereas retarded and retarding industries would either 
die out or have to get modernized. I n  other words: a restructuring 
of the economy would be enforced. But further: he would with 
TEA (and with his support to the Reapportionment Revolution) 
also try to modernize the domestic power structure. Joseph Kraft 



describes very plausibly how Congress has since the New Deal be- 
come a subsidy jungle, which permits formation of "negative 
majorities" (with unrelated, even opposed interests voting together 
to oppose a given bill) and in general stimulates log-rolling.70 With 
a liberalization of the subsidy-ridden economy and thus by impli- 
cation a disturbance of the log-rolling patterns in Congress, the 
Presidency would acquire new opportunities for assuming a 
stronger role as legislator for urban America. This was all the more 
important, since the usual conflict between "rural" and "urban" 
had in the USA come, over the years, to be almost institutionalized 
in the tug-of-war between the legislature and the executive.71 
America sl~ould really be a "presidential country", to use Walter 
Lippmann's phrase,T2 in order to realize The Promise of American 
Liji as outlined by Herbert Croly in 1909.73 This implied, of 
course, an energetic Teddy Roosevelt-like treatment of the presi- 
dential office and of Business in order to redeem the Wilsonian 

The ambitions and the stakes were thus high when Kennedy 
invested his prestige in the TEA and delivered his Fourth of July 
Speech in 1962, after lengthy bi-partisan preparation and many 
rehearsals. I t  was therefore significant that Lyndon B. Johnson in 
his "own "Message on the State of the Union in January, 1965 in- 
formed his former Congressional colleagues that he was not bent on 
"abstract designs". 75 
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